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BY THE NUMBERS

T

he 2019 Honda
Insight sedan joins
Honda’s growing
family of electrified vehicles
as a dedicated hybrid sedan.
Insight features the kind of
fuel efficiency hybrid buyers
demand, but with sleek styling, robust acceleration,
and driving refinement they
might not expect.
Though the third Honda
to bear the Insight name,
the 2019 Insight is all new,
positioned as a premium
compact sedan between the
Civic and Accord. Its universally appealing styling
wraps around a refined
5-seat interior with
class-leading interior space,
premium appointments
and the latest technology,
such as standard Honda
Sensing and available in-car
Wi-Fi, Apple CarPlay and
Android Auto integration.
With power derived from
the latest generation of
Honda’s innovative two-motor hybrid system, Insight
also offers robust acceleration performance along
with an EPA-estimated 55
mpg city rating. Refined and
responsive driving performance at the top of its class
is assured by the adoption
of the 10th-generation Civic
body and chassis architecture along with numerous
enhancements.
The new Insight comes
standard with the Honda
Sensing suite of advanced

Base price: $22,830
Wheelbase: 106.3 in
Length: 183.6 in.
Width: 71.6 in.
Height: 55.5 in.
Motor: In-line four-cylinder and AC Synchronous
Permanent-Magnet, 107
hp, 99 lb.-ft. torque
Transmission: Drive
Force Transfer System
EPA mileage: 55 city,
49 highway

rable storage area between
the front seats. On the center console next to the shiftby-wire gear selector is a
cell phone pocket designed
to accommodate larger
smartphones.

The 2019 Honda Insight has adopted the 10th-generation Civic body and chassis architecture, and other enhancements.
est iteration of HondaLink,
which offers multiple
cloud-based services
including a 4G Wi-Fi mobile
hotspot (data plan
required), smartphone-based remote vehicle locking/unlocking, stolen vehicle tracking and
more.

The Insight offers user-customizable interior storage options.
safety and driver-assistive
technologies. All trims also
come with a multi-view
backup camera system, and

EX and Touring models
come with Honda
LaneWatch. Insight Touring
models also include the lat-

DESIGN

The sleek lines, coupelike profile, and wide stance
of the new Insight communicate a sophisticated yet
elegant design. Details like

the “flying wing” grille,
standard low-profile LED
headlights and taillights,
tasteful use of chrome, and
dynamic character lines
emphasize its premium
compact sedan character.
Careful attention was
paid in wind-tunnel testing
to control airflow over,
under, and around Insight
for optimum fuel efficiency
and noise reduction.
Insight’s interior benefits
from numerous storage
compartments, including a
multi-level user-configu-

DRIVING MODES

Insight drivers can
choose Normal, Econ or
Sport modes. Econ alters
throttle inputs to help optimize fuel efficiency. Sport
provides more aggressive
throttle inputs while drawing more on the battery for
a more energetic acceleration feel. Additionally, Sport
alters the Active Sound
Control for a more aggressive engine note. A fourth
mode — EV Mode — allows
the driver to select electric-only power for short
durations, such as when
entering or exiting your
neighborhood.

